Arts Network is an Arts and Mental Health charity based in Lewisham.
We are a creative community that uses art to improve wellbeing.

The Animals Issue
Reimagined

Art, activities and puzzles
reimagining animals.
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ACTIVITY
COMBO CRITTERS

ARTIST IN FOCUS
LOUISE

Create an imaginary animal
through collaboration.

London based Artist talks about
their artwork and influences.
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Graeme | Still Life

CUTOUTS AND ANSWERS

LOUISE
Louise Dillon is a member of Arts Network who has an inherent ability
to capture the essence of an image or idea in her drawings and
paintings with ease. She works with an array of mediums but often
returns to her favourites. In this interview she talks to us about how she
discovered art and the impact it has had on her.

How did you first discover art?
I discovered I had a talent for
drawing from a very young age.
My mother noticed that my
drawings were very advanced for
a four-year-old, she found when I
would draw a face, I would draw
the side profile in great detail,
instead of drawing a circle, dots
for eyes and a line for a mouth,
like most children. Also, years
later at the age of 10, I entered a
Quentin
Blake
Book
Club
competition, where I received a
complimentary certificate.

How does art help you and what do you like about it?
Art has really helped give me an identity, I find art very therapeutic,
and I like the positive reactions I get from people when they view my
artwork.
What type of materials and
mediums do you usually
work with?
I have recently been using
a black point pen to sketch
my drawings; however I do
like watercolour and pencil
drawing as well. My
favourite medium is lead
pencil drawing, I like lead
pencil because I am able to
get the intricate details.

Blackheath Church
Do you have a favourite
artist? If so, who are they and
why do you like their art?
I like impressionist artists, such
as
Monet
and
Manet,
particularly the style, colours,
but also because of the
relatively small, thin, yet
visible brush strokes.

Lone Ranger
How long have you been making art?
I have been making art for many years now, but I started from the age
of 5 years old. I studied Art at Ravensbourne College where I
achieved a distinction for my work, then went on to study a degree in
Illustration.

Enjoying the Pool

Do you have a favourite
colour?
My favourite colour is purple,
I especially like using purple
when
painting
shadows
instead
of
using
black
because purples happen to
be less harsh.

ACTIVITY
COMBO CRITTERS
This is a great way to create an
imaginary animal by collaborating
with 2 or more people.

PEN | PAPER | COLOURING
PENCILS/PENS

Each person starts with a piece of paper and sits so their drawing
is not visible to the group. This will create an element of surprise
when the drawing is revealed at the end!

Isle of Wight
Are there specific themes or topics you like to make art about?
I can draw buildings however drawing or painting people and animals
mostly interest me.
How long have you been a member of Arts Network?
I have been attending Arts Network since it first started, that was
about 20 years ago.
What do you like about Arts
Network?
I like meeting like-minded
people and the camaraderie
between the members here at
Arts Network. Arts Network
give me purpose and structure
on a week-to-week basis, itʼs a
great place to socialize with
people who have similar
experiences. There is no stigma
here.

Billy

At the top of the paper, draw a head and neck of
the animal. Then fold paper to conceal drawing,
letting only the bottom of the neck show. Then
pass the drawing to the person to your left.
Now everybody draws
the torso and arms,
use the neck lines as a
starting point. When
this
section
is
complete, fold again,
allowing just the waist
of the drawing to
show. Then pass the
drawing to your left.
Next, draw from waist
to knees, fold paper
and pass to your left.
Then draw from knee
to feet or bottom of
animal, then fold again
and pass to the left.
Finally, each person unfolds their piece of paper, revealing a
fantasy animal! Feel free to add colour!

ACTIVITY
COLLAGE CREATIONS

Pick
one
of
your
patterned papers and a
piece of your bird. Draw
around the template
onto the paper and cut
out the section.

PUZZLE
SPOT THE DIFERENCE
Can you spot the 8 differences between
the two similar images below?

Take inspiration from the work of artist Clare
Youngs to make your own animal collage filled
with pattern and colour. At the back of this
issue you will find a template of the cockerel
which was inspired by Clare Youngsʼ piece
called ʻCockadoodledooʼ (right).
PENS OR PENCILS | SCISSORS | GLUE |
PAPER (PLAIN, COLOURED, ENVELOPES,
SCRAP PAPER ETC)
To start with, you are going to be creating patterns on your pieces of
paper. For each pattern you will have a challenge to follow to inspire
your creativity.
On your first
sheet of paper
draw a pattern
that only has
straight
lines.
(You donʼt have
to use a ruler if
you donʼt want
to, if they are a
bit wonky donʼt
worry!)

PUZZLE

Repeat this process with
the rest of the bird.
Combine and stick your
shapes together on a
fresh piece of paper.

Pick up another
sheet of paper and
draw a pattern that
only has curvy lines.
On your next sheet
draw a pattern
without taking your
pen off the paper

And finally on one last sheet of paper draw a pattern using only dots.
Cut out the template on Page 19.
Now cut the bird into sections. You
can follow the lines in the drawing
to start with or cut it into smaller
sections for a more intricate final
design. You will be using these as
templates to draw round.

Now that you have
finished your design
have a look at any scrap
paper and patterns you
have left and have a
think about what other
animals you might like to
create in this style!

Answers on page 19.

WRITING ACTIVITY
CREATURE COMPANION

ACTIVITY
CREATIVE COLOURING

We are going to write a short descriptive piece about
a creature companion accompanying you on a
journey.
Your creature
fantastical.

companion

can

be

realistic

or

What kind of creature is it? How would you describe
it? You can think about different people, animals and
creatures you like and combine your favourite
elements. Make it as surreal as you want: a talkative
koala with a peacock's tail flying over the ocean or a
tiger slithering like a snake through the streets.
Think about the colours, the sound it makes and how it
moves. Where do you meet this creature and what
journey do you go on? A trip to the shops or a journey
across mountains? Write a descriptive piece about this
animal accompanying you on this journey.
Try and use some of the techniques discussed in
previous issues:
Simile: a comparison sentence using the words
ʻlikeʼ or ʻasʼ - ʻhis face went as red as a tomatoʼ
Metaphor: like a simile, but instead saying
something is something else - ʻmy heart is a silver
boxʼ
Onomatopoeia: Sound words like ʻbangʼ, ʻcrashʼ,
ʻclatterʼ
Alliteration: Where the same sounds are used in a
sentence - ʻthe big baby bounced the ballʼ

Coy Carp | J Hall

Personification: where you give an inanimate
object human characteristics - ʻthe sun smiled
down on usʼ

HORSES

With the outbreak of war on 4th August 1914, the British Army immediately began
commandeering horses for the war effort. These animals would play a vital role in
the conflict, despite the dawn of a new type of warfare, with trenches, barbed wire
and machine guns that made cavalry charges almost useless. Nonetheless, horses
provided a vital component of the military communication and transport network;
pulling artillery, transporting messengers and carrying soldiers and equipment
across all kinds of terrain.

One of the first objects added
to the Hornimanʼs Object in
Focus project in 2013 was this
horseʼs skull. The Horniman
purchased the skull from
London taxidermists Gerrard
& Sons in 1931. It is from a
male horse foaled just after
the end of the First World
War.

NH.31.66 Horse Skull © Horniman Museum and Gardens
Horses bring joy to millions of people in Britain. They are appreciated as athletes
in equestrian sports, but they are also valued for show, as working animals and as
companions. For each of these roles there is the ideal horse (or pony), from the
feisty racing Thoroughbred to the adorable Shetland Pony. Despite their
differences, all domestic horses share a common ancestor that was tamed in
Central Asia around 5,500 years ago.
Domesticated horses arrived in Britain about 4,500 years ago and until the advent
of the petrol engine in the 20th Century, they played a vital role in farming,
transport and warfare. They have also played - and continue to play - an influential
role in recreation.

Armyhorses
© The Chislehurst
Society, Ribbons
Collection

One of the 12 images
of Plate 643 'Pandora
jumping a hurdle' in
Animal Locomotion (E.
Muybridge, 1887)
Courtesy of Kingston
Heritage Service

The skull has been on loan a number of times in the past including to Harlow
Museum & Walled Gardens, Windsor & Royal Borough Museum and Bromley
Museum.
In April 2022, the horseʼs skull will form part of Kingston Museumʼs new
exhibition co-curated with community groups on the theme of movement. The
exhibition is inspired by Kingston-born Eadweard Muybridge. Muybridge
pioneered photographic studies of human and animal motion. The horse skull
relates to Muybridgeʼs most iconic image depicting a horse galloping in order to
prove a horse lifted all four hooves off the ground at once. Kingston Museumʼs
Muybridge collection is of international importance and is well worth a visit.
www.kingstonheritage.org.uk

ACTIVITY
PIXEL ANIMALS

2

Pixel Art is pictures made up of small squares of different colours. There
is a whole group of people making and sharing their art online. The art
ranges from small characters to detailed landscapes. We are going to
look at how to design a pixel art animal.
Because these images are made up of squares and just a few colours,
you will be making decisions about which colours to use and which
square will be which colour. Making these choices is part of your design
process.
Choose your favourite animal. You can
find a reference image online, in a book
or magazine, or draw from your
imagination,or copy the one we have
done here.

1

GRIDDED PAPER
PENCIL | ERASER
FELT TIPS
You will need some gridded
paper - size A4 or larger
works best. If you donʼt
have any you could use a
pencil and a ruler to draw
one. The smaller the squares
the more detailed your
drawing will be.
Draw your animal in pencil
on top of the grid, donʼt
worry about the grid at the
moment but keep your
drawing very simple. See
our drawing of an octopus
(image 1, left) and copy this
if you like.
Now we start designing.

First we will do the outline. Using your drawing
as a guide, start colouring in squares in black to
make the outline. You will find you need to
make decisions about which squares to fill, does
your line cut through the very corner of a
square? Maybe you decide to leave this one
blank. If you have drawn lots of lines that go
through one square you can think about
rubbing some out to make your drawing simpler
(See how we did it in images 2 and 3.). Fill in
some squares to make eyes, nose, mouth.

Thinking about colours is the next part of the design process. How many
colours do you want to use? (fewer colours, 2, 3 or 4 work well). Do
you want realistic colours or bright colours? What colour do you want
your background? Colour in each empty square with one of your
chosen colours. We used red and orange (Image 4). Do you want to
colour in the background?

3

4

When you have finished you can try doing more. You can try using
smaller squares or bigger squares. More colours or less colours. If you
use the same image again, it will look very different as you vary the
number of colours and size of the squares. All of these decisions are
part of your design process.

THAMES 21
Connecting to nature has been a significant part of the past year, the
benefits of being outdoors is - now more than ever - appreciated right
across London. This is exactly behind the ethos of Thames21: we are
a rivers charity that aims to connect people with their local river. We
work with communities to promote and improve rivers across the
Thames catchment, including the Ravensbourne catchment.

The Thames Catchment Community Eels Project is an example of one
of these initiatives to improve biodiversity in the Ravensbourne.
The European eel (Anguilla anguilla) is an iconic fish species across
London, it has a hugely important role in both our cultural heritage
and ecosystems. In 2008, it was categorised as “Critically
Endangered” and many organisations are working to improve the
current situation.
Eels are a fascinating species with
an incredible life cycle, it is
believed they are born in the
Sargasso Sea (a sea within the
Atlantic Ocean) and float on
ocean currents to Europe. When
they arrive at the Thames estuary
they swim up our river systems in
search of habitat to live the
majority of their life before
returning to the Sargasso Sea.

GET IN TOUCH

If you are keen to know more about eels, learn more about the
Ravensbourne or help to improve the river for eels then you can
get involved in a range of events with Thames21. Our programme
includes walks, wades, resoration projects and lots more.
The River Ravensbourne begins at Keston Ponds and runs through
Bromley, Catford and Lewisham before joining the Thames at
Deptford. Like many urban rivers, much of the Ravensbourne has
been highly adapted and encased in concrete but there are numerous
pockets of natural splendour to be found. One of our goals over the
years is to increase the size of these pockets, increasing biodiversity
and restoring rivers into more natural systems.

For more info contact Oli Back
oli.back@thames21.org.uk
07597 577 793
or visit www.thames21.org.uk.
The Thames Catchment Community Eels Project is led by Thames Rivers Trust, with
three delivery partners: Thames21, Action for River Kennet and South East Rivers
Trust, in collaboration with Zoological Society of London and Thames Estuary
Partnership. The project is funded by the governmentʼs Green Recovery
Challenge Fund. The fund is being delivered by The National Lottery Heritage
Fund in partnership with Natural England and the Environment Agency.

ACTIVITY
ORIGAMI JUMPING FROG
You will need a square piece of paper.
Try using coloured paper, if possible.

RESOURCES
CUTOUTS AND ANSWERS

Regular Fold
Reverse Fold

Fold a square piece of paper in half diagonally and then
horizontally.
Next, fold the horizonal line inwards,
pinching the paper into a tent. The paper
should look like this.
Now fold the two top flaps A and B so that their edges
meet at the middle.
It should now like this.

answers from page 9

Fold point A and B so they meet at the centre.
The belly of your frog is almost finished. To
create the arms, fold flaps A and B along
the dotted line.
TURN OVER PAPER
Fold sides C and D so that their long edges meet at the
centre.
Fold the inner edges of flaps C and D
toward the outer edges.
To create the spring, pleat the
lower quarter of the figure by
folding under along the solid line
and then out along the dotted line.
To make the frog jump press the end of its back with
the tip of your finger.

template from page 8

Arts Network is a charity that provides an inspirational and understanding
environment for people with mental health support needs, and challenges the stigma
of mental health.
their wellbeing and learn to manage their mental health. At Arts Network we facilitate
this by enabling people to build relationships and enter into a community centered
around art and artistic practice.
This Activity book is an Arts Network project designed to bring creativity to peoples
home and make sure we ‘Stay Connected’.

8-12 Eltham Road, Lee, London SE12 8TF
www.artsnetwork.org.uk

+44 (0) 7402 263 418
stayconnected@artsnetwork.org.uk
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Its with the support of Arts Network Funders that this issue is brought to you

If you or someone you know is stuggling with their mental health, help is available here:

Mind
0300 123 3393
info@mind.org.uk
Samaritans
116 123
jo@samaritans.org

Crisis support
0800 731 2864 (Option 1)
to speak to our local 24 hour
mental health crisis line.
Rethink Mental Illness
0300 5000 927

SLAM
0800 731 2864

Anxiety UK
03444 775 774
07537 416905
support@anxietyuk.org.uk

